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Helping Boost Your Bottom Line
Dear Customer,
Exceeding customer expectations through delivering consistent, superior
products is our commitment at <location name>. By providing the most
value for your investment through quality, innovation and customization, we
can help drive your business forward.
In today’s economy, money and time are more valuable than ever. At <location name> we continue to provide quality products that will reduce maintenance costs and shorten maintenance downtime. In this issue of Evolving
Trailer Technology, you will learn how our advanced, high performance linings, PunctureGuard and ThermoGuard, are not only light weight, but
ensure lower repair and replacement costs throughout a trailer’s life.
Additional cost and maintenance savings are also featured in an article highlighting LED lighting technology.
Also featured in this issue, are customers who share their stories on how
Great Dane trailers are helping their businesses succeed. One customer
explains how the lightweight features of Great Dane’s new MXP-120 all-aluminum flatbed increases payload capacity, providing peace of mind for delivering heavy loads of wire, steel and building materials to communities
throughout the U.S. Another customer tells how using Great Dane Super
Seal reefers helps his fleet meet the quality and durability requirements of its
operations.
Like you, we are dedicated to providing our customers with the absolute best
products and services possible. Just as important, we are committed to
improving how we do business which will ultimately boost your bottom line.
Thank you for your business.

Visit us at
www.myettnews.com

• Update your reader profile
• Send comments to the editor
• Request product literature
• Locate your Great Dane branch or dealer
• Link to the Great Dane home page
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Executive Vice President
Great Dane Trailers
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NEW ERA
First-of-Their-Kind Fuel Efficiency,
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Standards for
Trucks Getting Widespread Industry Support
he first U.S. fuel efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions standards for trucks,
buses and other heavy-duty vehicles were
formally announced in early August. The
U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT) and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) developed the
standards with input from the trucking
industry.
Under the joint DOT/EPA program,
trucks and buses built from 2014 through
2018 will meet a range of fuel efficiency
and emissions reduction targets specifically outlined for three major categories of
vehicles. Included in this program are
tractors, vocational trucks and buses, and
heavy-duty pickups and vans. Within
each of the categories, more specific targets are based on the design and purpose
of the vehicles.
In particular, most tractor-trailer combinations will be required to achieve up to
approximately a 20 percent reduction in
fuel consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions by model year 2018, saving up
to four gallons of fuel for every 100 miles
traveled.
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Vocational vehicles, including delivery
trucks, buses and garbage trucks, will be
required to reduce fuel consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions by approximately 10 percent by model year 2018. These
trucks could save an average of one gallon of fuel for every 100 miles traveled.
For heavy-duty pickup trucks and vans,
separate standards will govern gasoline
and diesel models. These vehicles will be
required to achieve up to approximately a
15 percent reduction in fuel consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions by model
year 2018, saving one gallon of fuel for
every 100 miles traveled.
The new standards rely on the use of offthe-shelf technologies. According to
DOT/EPA estimates, technology upgrades
for a tractor could result in net savings of
$73,000 from reduced fuel costs over the
truck’s useful life.
The use of existing solutions is one reason that the trucking industry has supported the new standards. Announcing its
approval of the new federal regulations,
the Heavy Duty Fuel Efficiency
Leadership Group, an organization of

some of the largest U.S. fleets, engine
manufacturers and technology suppliers,
cited the use of existing technology for
commercial vehicles. It also noted that
the regulations provide incentives for the
development and deployment of innovative technologies, including waste heat
recovery and hybrid power systems.
In April 2010, the group committed to
work to help establish the new standards.
“The regulation largely meets the principles that we outlined over a year ago,”
the group said in a statement. “We are
pleased that the agencies listened and
responded with a regulation that will preserve the ability to build and acquire
vehicles needed to perform the diverse
work in our economy while returning fuel
cost reduction benefits in a reasonable
timeframe.”
Industry participation in the development
of the new standards has gone a long way
toward generating support for the fuel
efficiency and emissions reduction initiative. That spirit of cooperation is a model to follow in
the future.
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Improving
Reliability

Great Dane continues to offer more
durable and longer life lighting solutions
ne of the many technologies on Great Dane trailers
that have continuously evolved are LED (Light Emitting
Diode) lamps. Initially these lamps were not popular when
they were first introduced to the trucking industry in 1990.
Now, these longer lasting and more durable lamps are the
lighting solution of choice for customers and have been
specified as standard equipment on most trailer orders.
LED lamps have a number of advantages over incandescent
lighting, including a much longer service life because they do
not produce heat and are much less susceptible to shock and
vibration. Unlike an incandescent bulb with a thin white-hot
filament, LED lamps produce light when electricity passes
through a silicon crystal. This helps give LED lamps an
expected life of six times longer than traditional
incandescent trailer light bulbs.
For Great Dane customers, longer life lamps will add up in
replacement cost savings. Fewer replacements also lower
maintenance expenses and reduces the potential for injury
when replacing bulbs or lamps in top rails and rear frames.
In addition, the recessed mounting and smaller size of today’s
trailer clearance/marker LED lamps— about the size of
a quarter in some cases— significantly reduces the potential
for damage.
LEDs also offer a safety advantage over incandescent lamps
because they generate brighter light and do so more quickly.
This capability can make a trailer more visible, and when
used in signal and brake lamp assemblies, LEDs provide not
only brighter light, but take only a fraction of a second to
reach full illumination.

Using only about one tenth the power (measured in amp
draw) of an incandescent lamp, the lower power consumption of LEDs may make a difference for operations that outfit
trailers with specialized equipment or extra interior and
exterior lighting. There is also the potential to use lighter
gauge wiring in trailers equipped exclusively with LEDs, and
in the process lower the cost of future wiring harnesses
without sacrificing integrity or durability.
Great Dane has continuously enhanced its trailer wiring
harnesses. Improvements include ground return wiring
through the 7-pin connector, and bullet terminal plugs at
lamps to bolster moisture and vibration resistance as well as
make servicing easier if parts are damaged. The elimination
of chassis grounding means that there are no contact points
between terminal ends and the trailer body that could
become corroded and fail over time.
LEDs have been the lighting choice for a growing number of
Great Dane customers, with a high percentage of trailer
orders already including the lamps. As even more trailers are
equipped with LEDs, prices for the lamps continue to drop.
Today, the cost difference between LED and incandescent
lamps is at its lowest level; and the slightly higher cost of
LEDs is easily outweighed in most applications by their
longer life and maintenance expense savings.
For many good reasons, more and more Great Dane
customers have been switching to LED lamps to meet trailer
lighting needs. Now set to become standard on all Great
Dane models, these premium lights coupled with a premium
wiring harness are a perfect fit for the industry’s highest
quality trailers.

www.greatdanetrailers.com
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Exclusive Value
Great Dane’s high performance reefer linings
outperform and outlast all other lining options
reat Dane’s many unique product offerings for refrigerated
trailers include PunctureGuard and ThermoGuard linings.
These advanced solutions are superior to other high
performance options currently available in the key areas of
stiffness and foam adhesion, two critical elements in a reefer’s
long term durability and thermal integrity.
While strength and light weight are key attributes in any reefer
lining material, PunctureGuard and ThermoGuard also address
the need for stiffness to help protect the foam insulation in a
trailer’s walls. This characteristic is very important because the
forces from pallets, cargo, or forklifts during loading and
unloading operations can be transmitted to and damaging to
the foam insulation in the trailer walls, causing it to lose
thermal integrity.
The inherent stiffness of PunctureGuard and ThermoGuard
comes from the high glass content and its placement in the
glass-reinforced, thermoplastic liners. With 70 percent glass by
weight, more than any other product on the market, and a
design that places the oriented long glass fibers close to, but not
too near the surface, these unique liners offer significant stiffness. In addition, the thermoplastic liners remain pliant over
time, so impacts from loading equipment will not cause the
material to curl away from walls.
Adhesion characteristics are equally important and are
addressed in the design of Great Dane’s PunctureGuard and
ThermoGuard reefer linings. The proprietary and unique
adhesion system consists of a specialized layer that serves as a
highly effective anchor into the foam insulation. This very
strong mechanical bond helps resist delamination caused by
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gouging, rubbing or denting that can damage the foam
immediately behind the liner and cause the liner to separate
from the insulation inside the trailer’s walls.
At .070 inches, PunctureGuard is incredibly thin and
considerably lighter than plywood and conventional FRP
linings. In distinct and comprehensive tests measuring strength
and impact resistance, PunctureGuard was found to be one
fourth to one third stronger than competitive products. Other
tests revealed it has up to 50 percent more impact resistance.
PunctureGuard is also easy to repair, lowering maintenance
costs, and it’s easy to clean, making it simpler to maintain the
appearance of the liner’s smooth, glossy finish.
ThermoGuard, also thin and lightweight, helps maintain the
thermal efficiency of Great Dane reefers. Containing a
revolutionary composite layer that seals the trailer's insulation,
ThermoGuard significantly reduces "out gassing" effects that
cause foam insulation to degrade over time. The improvement
in thermal integrity helps maintain excess cooling capacity,
reducing cooling unit run-time by significntly over five years, as
well as lowering resulting maintenance and fuel expenses.
PunctureGuard and ThermoGuard, two exclusive refrigerated
trailer linings from Great Dane stand above alternative and
competitive solutions in terms of strength, stiffness, adhesion
and light weight. The result of Great Dane’s continued commitment to research and development of products and unique and
innovative manufacturing processes, these high performance
linings are helping customers eliminate damage and enhance
cargo protection while also increasing productivity, extending
the useful life of trailers, and improving resale value.
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Every Detail
Great Dane's commitment to
finding ways to combat corrosion
extends to every aspect of trailer design
n ongoing challenge, corrosion on trailers is being addressed
at Great Dane in many ways, including the smallest of details. In
particular, along with larger components, the fight against corrosion
is being waged on fasteners, with substantial benefit.
Among the latest weapons in Great Dane’s corrosion fighting arsenal are organic coatings, which are proving highly successful as barriers against corrosion in several carefully selected and extensively
tested applications.
Organic coatings consist of a layered solution that typically employs
zinc and polymer basecoats as well as aluminum and polymer topcoats. Combined, the characteristics of these materials make both
an excellent barrier to corrosion and provide a sacrificial element,
effectively multiplying the protection of conventional treatments,
such as zinc coating or galvanizing.
Used on fasteners, such as nuts, bolts, screws and other types of
hardware in some applications on Great Dane trailers, organic coatings are undergoing continuing and extensive evaluation. Included
are common salt spray resistance along with more severe cyclical
tests involving dry, mist and immersion cycles of typical road chemicals. With impressive results, evaluations have also covered the
organic coating’s resistance to aluminum brighteners and other
cleaning chemicals that if used improperly would strip conventional electroplating.
Great Dane is also continuing to evaluate the mechanical durability of organic coatings. Historically, the weak point in organic coatings is their relatively brittle undercoat, meaning they could lack
chip resistance, especially during installation. These evaluations
have included repeated installation and removal cycles, industry
standard drop tests, and even the use of a rock tumbler designed for
polishing stones. Even after multiple abuses to the fasteners, those
with organic coatings continued on thru corrosion testing to again
yield impressive results.

Organic coatings complement Great Dane’s wide-ranging approach
to corrosion resistance. In use are corrosion-resistant undercoating
compounds like Valspar's Val-Flex and Dry-Flex for steel components of the underbody of dry freight and reefer trailers. Also standard is Valspar's R-Cure, a two-step epoxy primer and urethane
topcoat for dry freight rear frames and platform trailers.
CorroGuard with Technology by GatorHyde is the latest exclusive
Great Dane product designed to fight corrosion. This polyurea elastomeric coating was developed specifically for trailer underbody
protection from rock and stone impingement and chemical resistance to current de-icing chemicals. This impact-resistant barrier is
designed to withstand de-icing chemicals, as well as road debris, climate fluctuations, and ice and snow. Airtight and water tight,
CorroGuard will not peel, crack, warp, flake or split under even the
harshest of conditions.
Today, in some ways, that challenge is even greater. With new road
deicing agents comes an increase in corrosion on vehicles. Winter
road traction and deicing materials also create a "sandblast" effect
on the understructure of trailers, potentially compromising traditional protective coatings. For customers, this adds up in higher
costs for repair and replacement to structural members, suspensions,
landing gear and other components impacted by corrosion.
To further the goal of providing continually better corrosion resistance, Great Dane is evaluating and adopting new solutions like
organic fastener coatings.
Corrosion is an ever-present enemy to trailers. At Great Dane,
proactive research and development— even for the smallest of
details-- is addressing this challenge very effectively.

www.greatdanetrailers.com
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Kelworth
Trucking Co.
Great Dane all-aluminum MXP-120 platform
trailers are boosting carrying capacity and offering
long term value for the nationwide flatbed carrier

“
e had an opportunity to put two of the first Great Dane
MXP-120 all-aluminum platform trailers in service in our fleet,”
says Scotty Jones, president of Kelworth Trucking Co., Inc. “The
performance of those pre-production units convinced us to start
switching our trailer fleet over to Great Danes. So far, we’ve added
60 of the all-aluminum flatbeds to our operation.”
An over-the-road flatbed carrier, Kelworth Trucking Co. handles
hauls for customers throughout the continental U.S.
Headquartered in Poteau, Oklahoma, the company fields 130 platform trailers, primarily hauling wire and steel, along with some
building materials.
“We started moving toward an all aluminum flatbed fleet four years
ago,” Jones relates. “The added payload capacity of these lighter
weight units benefits our customers. In addition, we handle a large
number of loads from remote locations, where scales are not always
available. The extra carrying capacity gives us peace of mind that
we’re not overloaded or operating illegally.”
The 48-ft by 102-inch Great Dane MXP-120 all-aluminum platform trailers in the Kelworth fleet, Jones notes, can provide for
about 1,500 extra lbs of carrying capacity compared to a combination steel-aluminum model. In part, that weight savings comes
from equipping the units with aluminum wheels.
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Launched by Great Dane after years of development and extensive
field and lab testing, the MXP-120 flatbed features two-piece bolted aluminum main beams, extruded aluminum side rails, and an
aluminum floor, rear assembly and crossmembers. Built at the
OEM’s manufacturing facility in Huntsville, Tennessee, the trailer’s
design also eliminates the potential for corrosion by combining
technologies and proven components from other Great Dane
platform models.
In addition to standard MXP-120 specifications, Kelworth adds a
toolbox and pull up chain ties to its new Great Dane flatbeds.
Specified by the carrier as well is TIREMAAX PRO from
Hendrickson Trailer Suspension Systems. The automatic tire
inflation system continuously monitors and adjusts tire pressure by
inflating or deflating tires based on changing environmental
conditions, as well as balancing tire pressures at every wheel
position, leading to improved fuel efficiency and longer tire life.
To enhance safety, Kelworth also specs Meritor WABCO’s Roll
Stability Support (RSS) system for trailers. The technology, an
integrated feature of Meritor WABCO ABS, focuses on lateral
acceleration and wheel speed, monitoring acceleration and
automatically applying trailer brakes to reduce the vehicle’s speed.
The long-term value of Great Dane trailers was also part of
Kelworth’s decision to buy the MXP-120 all-aluminum platform
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“Great Dane’s history and reputation for high quality
products, and our relationship with the company, gives
us a high degree of comfort.”
Scotty Jones
President, Kelworth Trucking Co.

models. “These are premium trailers designed and built
with Great Dane’s approach to quality and durability,”
Jones states. “We have a normal trade cycle of six to
seven years for trailers and we fully expect the MXP120s to have a significant residual value when we’re
ready to replace them.”
Jones says Kelworth will be closely monitoring residual
values, especially after five years of service with the
MXP-120 flatbeds. In the meantime, he is already
receiving very favorable driver and mechanic feedback
about the performance of the trailers on the road and
about their ease of maintenance in the shop.
Family owned and operated for over 25 years, Kelworth
Trucking attributes its continued success to
reputation among its customers for
providing high quality service.
“In the same way,” Jones says,
“Great Dane’s history and
reputation for high quality
products, and our relationship
with the company, gives us a
high degree of comfort that
the MXP-120 is the right
trailer for our future.”

Maximizing Tread Life
Designed to integrate with trailer axles and suspensions, TIREMAAX PRO
from Hendrickson Trailer Suspension Systems was developed to address fleet
concerns about over inflation and balancing with automatic tire inflation
systems. The solution continuously monitors and adjusts tire pressure by
inflating or deflating tires based on changing environmental conditions, as
well as balancing tire pressures at every wheel position.
TIREMAAX PRO can be specified with a variety of approved wheel-end
configurations in conjunction with any Hendrickson INTRAAX suspension
system, VANTRAAX slider suspension system, or trailer axle on Great
Dane Trailers. The system draws from the trailer air supply and a
pneumatic controller directs air to tires through a rotary air
connection integrated into the hubcap. TIREMAAX
PRO does not use electronics, transducers or
pressure switches and does not require special
tools to adjust tire pressure settings.

www.greatdanetrailers.com
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ThermoKing

SmoothAir™ Blower
New innovation lowers cost and increases
efficiency for Great Dane customers

n innovative new evaporator blower assembly from
Thermo King enables Great Dane refrigerated trailer customers
to measurably improve the fuel efficiency of single and multitemperature refrigeration units.
Designed to enhance the manufacturer’s Spectrum and SB-30
series units, the Smooth Air Blower, according to the company,
reduces fuel usage by up to 7 percent and increases cooling
capacity by up to 4 percent.
Thermo King’s new Smooth Air Blower evaporator assembly
saves fuel while increasing capacity because it requires 24 percent
less power than previous generation blower assemblies. Features
of the solution include:
• A more efficient blade design resulting in a more compact
blower assembly
• Smoother inlet air, which means less friction and less energy
consumed, resulting in increased capacity
• Improved pull down for reduced refrigeration unit run time
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Available on new Thermo King SB-30 Series and SPECTRUM
SB refrigeration units as well as an aftermarket upgrade for all
SB, SB+ and SPECTRUM trailer.
"Fuel costs continue to be a major part of a fleet’s budget.
Thermo King continues to work to find innovative solutions like
this to help Great Dane customers lower costs and increase efficiency," said Tom Kampf, product manager for Thermo King.
"The Smooth Air Blower Assembly also helps our customers
improve sustainability and overall efficiency."
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Meritor WABCO

Anti-Breaking System

Enhanced Easy-Stop ABS provides
performance, safety and low cost of
ownership on Great Dane trailers
ffered on the entire line of Great Dane trailers, Meritor
WABCO trailer ABS offers customers advanced monitoring and
control capabilities in various system configurations designed to
meet the needs of virtually any trailer application providing performance, safety and low cost of ownership.
Enhanced Easy-Stop™ ABS offerings from Meritor WABCO
include basic, standard and premium options:
• 2S/1M Basic provides increased directional stability while
meeting FMVSS-121 requirements related to vehicle braking
control and stability. The 2-sensor/1-ABS relay valve system
is recommended for converter dolly and trailer applications.
• 2S/2M Standard delivers independent control on each side of
the vehicle for extra control and directional stability with
increased protection against tire flatspotting. The 2-sensor/2ABS relay valve system is recommended for single and tandem axle trailer applications.
• 4S/2M Premium provides optimal braking control and stability and protection against tire flatspotting. Offered with a
choice of 2 or 4 sensors and a third relay valve on 4-sensor
models (can be configured to 2S/2M, 4S/2M or 4S/3M systems), the recommended applications for this system include
tandem axle trailers, multi-axle, or full trailers.

Common on 2S/2M and 4S/2M Meritor WABCO systems is an
integrated dual modulator valve design that is lighter in weight
and more compact. In addition, individual replaceable electronic control unit (ECU) and ABS modulator valves save maintenance time and reduce cost on all versions of the company’s
ABS offerings.
Troubleshooting for Meritor WABCO Enhanced Easy-Stop ABS
for trailers is available through blink codes or in a more comprehensive solution with the manufacturer’s PC-based TOOLBOX
software which displays both active and stored system faults as
well as the corresponding repair instructions. In addition to
diagnostics capabilities, the software enables access to trailer,
system and component data, trailer maintenance information,
and stores a predetermined service interval based on an electronic odometer.

www.greatdanetrailers.com 11
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Sobeys Inc.
Great Dane Super Seal reefers are meeting quality and
durability requirements for one of Canada’s largest food distributors

“
he quality of Great Dane reefers is what sold us initially,” says
Serge Tremblay, fleet supervisor for the western division of Sobeys
Inc., a Canadian retail grocery and food distributor. “The Great
Dane dealer network, which covers the many locations we serve,
and favorable pricing, also helped us decide to switch to Great
Dane for our trailer needs.”
For the past five years, the Sobeys western fleet has been adding
Great Dane Super Seal reefers to its operation. Currently there
are about 60 of the refrigerated trailers in the Edmonton, Albertabased operation, which serves customers as far north as Fort
Smith, Northwest Territories and south to Calgary and the U.S.
border, as well as in all of Saskatchewan.
A wholly owned subsidiary of Empire Company Limited, headquartered in Stellarton, Nova Scotia, Sobeys operates 23
distribution centers across Canada. Its national office is located in
Mississauga, Ontario and has regional offices in Edmonton,
Mississauga, Montréal, and Stellarton. Sobeys owns or
franchises more than 1,300 stores, serving 837
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communities in ten provinces under retail banners that include
Sobeys, IGA, IGA extra, Foodland, FreshCo, Thrifty Foods, Price
Chopper, Rachelle-Béry, Needs, Marché Bonichoix and Les
Marchés Tradition, as well as Lawton’s Drug Stores.
The Super Seal reefers at Sobeys, Tremblay relates, are designed
and specified to meet the company’s needs in several ways. “They
are light weight but have exceptional structural integrity,” he says.
“The region in which the Sobeys western fleet operates is very
demanding. During the winter, the temperature in some of our
northernmost locations can reach – 40 degrees F or lower.”
For that reason, Sobeys specifies an extra inch of insulation in the
sidewalls and roof of its Great Dane reefers to help ensure maximum thermal efficiency. Sobeys also specs both standard insulated
Great Dane stainless steel swing doors and Whiting ColdSaver
aluminum roll up rear doors in stainless steel frames.
To enhance cargo and trailer protection, Sobeys opts for Great
Dane’s PunctureGuard interior lining on both sidewalls and
ceilings. The durable, lighter weight option is a rigid, thin
material manufactured using a unique process that thermally joins
woven polypropylene and glass fibers into continuous
thermoplastic panels.
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“The Great Dane dealer network, which covers the many
locations we serve, and favorable pricing, also helped us
decide to switch to Great Dane for our trailer needs.”
Serge Tremblay, Fleet supervisor
Western Division of Sobeys Inc

The Great Dane Super Seals at Sobeys are tri-axle
models fitted with multi-temp refrigeration units from
Thermo King, and recently the company began
spec’ing some Carrier models as well. All of the trailers
are equipped with pintle hooks for use in turnpike
doubles operations. Standard specs for the fleet also
call for SAF Holland landing gear, Hendrickson axles
and air ride suspensions, Meritor WABCO ABS,
Bridgestone R195F tires and Grote Long Life lighting
systems with LED lamps.
Sobeys has been hauling its own products for well over
a century. Founded in 1907 by John William Sobey as
a meat delivery business, the company initially
employed a horse-drawn cart to collect livestock
purchased from farmers. For its latest transportation
needs, the company has opted for Great Dane Super
Seal reefers.

Keeping Cold
The temperature extremes in which the Sobeys western division fleet
operates creates a unique set of demands-- keeping cold out as well as in.
Designed for trailers carrying goods at very low temperatures the Whiting
ColdSaver Door helps manage inside reefer temperatures with foam-inplace insulation and by not using fasteners or aluminum connectors that
can conduct heat or cold. Also featured on the doors is a bottom thermal
break that runs the entire width of the door, double seal panel joints, and
highly effective side and top seals.
Offered in a standard aluminum facing, ColdSaver doors can also be
ordered with stainless steel-faced panels. For strength and durability, all
models of the doors feature four rows of hinges and a heavy-duty
two-cable balancer with independent springs for each cable. Springs
on the ColdSaver doors are treated with a rust preventative and
all door hardware has automotive quality corrosion protection.

“We just took delivery of 18 Super Seals,” Tremblay
says. “Our plans call for replacing between 12 and 20
trailers annually, and along with growth in our western
division business, we’ll most likely be buying quite a
few more in the coming years.”

www.greatdanetrailers.com 13
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Considering

Alternatives
As demand for new trailers rises,
used trailer values are also poised to grow
t’s a matter of simple supply and demand economics— the
historically low volume of new trailer sales in the past three years
means that fewer late model used trailers will be available going
forward. Likewise, the value of those trailers offered for sale to second
owners is likely to rise.
Today, the modest but steady growth seen in the Class 8 truck
market is extending to trailers as well. Several factors point to sales
growth potential, which is also keeping used trailer values high:
• Chief among the drivers of this positive trend is fleet age, which
has risen to historically high levels as a result of underinvestment
in replacement trailers over the past three years. Currently, the
average trailer is eight years old, a number that is slightly higher
for dry freight vans. Increasing maintenance costs for this aging
fleet will drive demand for new trailers for the next two to three
years at least.
• Industry specific drivers will affect demand for certain trailer types.
For example, flatbed demand is closely tied to commercial and
residential construction activity, which is expected to rebound.
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• Regulatory issues will also contribute to increased demand for
trailers. For example, the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
has mandated features for new and used trailers covering
refrigeration units as well as aerodynamics, which should lead to
an increase in new orders.
• As truck tonnage grows, trailer utilization is rising, up from a low
of 75 percent in early 2009 to nearly 98 percent earlier this year.
Due to higher raw material and energy prices, which raise
manufacturing costs, new trailer buyers may also find that prices
are rising. Still, despite ongoing concerns about the North
American economy, trailer demand has not shown recent signs
of decline. Current forecasts point to a strong surge in demand in
2011 and beyond.
Considering used trailer values and new trailer prices, as well as
long-term costs and other market and regulatory considerations,
there may not be a better time than the present to consider
replacing equipment.
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